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The Queensland Journal of Military History, published annually by the Queensland 
Military Historical Society, encourages articles dealing with the following broad themes 
and topics. These should not, however, be considered as exhaustive. All submissions will 
be assessed at the discretion of the Editor and the Society’s Research Sub-Committee (if 
required).

1.  Queensland’s military history from 1824 to the present
(i)   The British Army presence to 1869;
(ii) Queensland volunteer and militia force, 1860-1901;
(iii) Queensland’s role in Commonwealth forces in war   
  and peace; and 
(iv) Memoirs and life-writing by current and former services personnel 

with a connection to Queensland.

2.  The QMHS museum, library and archives collections
(i) Identification, assessment and interpretation of items in the QMHS 

collection.

3.  Military sites and places in Queensland
(i) Establishment and maintenance of Queensland’s defence 

infrastructure;
(ii)  Sites and features associated with key military    
  establishments; and 
(iii) Documentation of civilian sites associated with military activities 

and events.

4. Commemorative events and anniversaries
(i) Acknowledgment of events of international, national and state 

significance.

While the journal is oriented towards evidence-based historical research, undertaken to 
high standards of analytical rigour, written expression, and clarity, articles should be 
written with general rather than specialist readers in mind. 

Our refereeing policy requires peer-reviewed reports on all manuscripts. The Editor is 
responsible for the acceptance of articles but should supply legitimate reasons for 
acceptance or rejection. 

The opinions expressed in articles published and the accuracy of any statements 
contained in the same are solely the responsibility of the individual authors, who retain 
copyright to their original work when published in the journal. The Editor disclaims 
responsibility for statements, either of fact or opinion, made by the contributors. The 
Editor retains the right to condense articles and reviews, to make minor grammatical 
amendments and determine titles in consultation with authors. 

Recommended word length is 5-6,000 words, not including references (endnotes), 
with a proposed title and author details on the front page. Final acceptance of articles 
for publication is conditional upon full compliance with the QJMH house style (see 
www.qmhs.com.au).
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